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Editorial 
Journal of drug abuse is interested to accept reliable 
manuscripts base on mental health, neurological and substance 
abuse problems and service systems; evidence-based technical 
guidance on mental health and substance abuse; strengthening 
policies and systems for mental, neurological and substance 
abuse care; strengthening capacity on mental health and 
substance abuse policies and systems to deliver services that 
are effective, adequate and respect the human rights of affected 
individuals, and respond to emerging mental health problems 
such as emergencies and HIV/AIDS.

It cover all perspectives in Sedate Habit, Medicate Habit 
Treatment, Medicate Enslavement Recuperation, Sedate 
Restoration, Substance Manhandle Treatment, Progresses in 
Substance Manhandle Treatment, Medicate manhandle in US, 
Treatment of Sedate Enslavement, Cocaine Mishandle, Cocaine 
Mishandle, Transitional Living Homes

IPJDA disseminates high-quality special explore papers, case 
considers, stories, review article, brief communication, clinical 
data, epidemiologic considers, suggestion and critical and keen 
reviews. We thank the makers for concurring to distribute their 
papers in this Form, and the editors and examiners included 
inside the disseminating handle of these papers.

Along these lines, combining a wide degree of appraisal works 
which benefits the people, who has ended up prey to this 
dangerous drug addiction, and so forward in its sales to create 
a stage for the makers and to form their dedication towards the 
Journal and the article office ensures an relate review prepare for 
the submitted curiously duplicates for streaming.

This assistant evaluated clinical journal is utilizing the Online 
Accommodation Framework for quality within the overview 
methodology. Online Submission Framework is an internet one 
of a kind duplicate convenience, study, and generally organizing 
structure. Review arrange is performed by the scattering board 
people from the Diary of Medicate Manhandle or exterior pros, 
at any rate, two free knowledge back taken after by article 

manager underwriting is required for certification of any citable 
exceptional duplicate. Makers may yield uncommon copies and 
screen their enhancement through this structure, in a perfect 
world to spread.

The Journal have been with "n" number of analysts, supporting 
their works and their tries held a noteworthy work of spreading 
the more up to date information and headways to scholarly 
arrange since 5  years a long time by dispersing an issue once 
in at regular intervals and presently it has entered 6th volume 
and successfully conveyed 4 issues with awesome investigation 
papers.

Journal of Drug Abuse (ISSN: 2471-853X) plans to interface 
information openings isolating customary fields of neurological 
and substance use disorders. The Journal appropriates articles 
with most raised impact factor and offers Open Access choice 
to address the issues of authors and lift article unquestionable 
quality. To give up to date information in latest practices, 
scholastic system has started finding ways that are more 
current and laying ways, showing this best in class endeavors 
to every inhabitant present in different corners of the world. 
Being an open access stage, the Journal share Latest updates 
and information to reader without any repressions and go 
about as a significant boundary in giving the best data towards 
the user.
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